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INTRODUCTION
Success in America has been a dominating image, motive, and way
of life since the first settlers viewed the virgin green expanse which
lay before them.

Success and the desire for it is not a unique desire

which occurred first in America, but the economic freedom soon limited
the concept of success to the acquisition of money .. Those who
successfully rose from modest origins to gain wealtp became a particular
type of American hero known as the self-made man.

Rather than deploring

the money-goal that drove Americans to strive for wealth, the vast bulk
of American literature, in the form of fiction and didactic pamphlets,
encouraged the self-made men to greater goals and condemned those who
did not gain wealth as either lazy or immoral.
Those authors who criticized material success as a proper or
rewarding goal in life were not moving with the grain of American opinion.
The novelists who did examine the goals of American life did not condemn
material success immediately, but instead their thoughts grew by gradual
stages.

These novels are grouped into three stages for discussion in

this thesis,
success.

The first group is drawn from authors who were sceptics of

These novels, although finding areas of concern in the Am1:rican

goal of success and the self-made man, still held out redeeming features
as generally admirable.

Arthur Mervyn discovers that to be a self-made

man is a demanding task requiring hard work and resistance of occasional
temptations from evil persons.

He-choose-s-t.o_r_eJ:urn to Europe.

In The

Gilded Age the goal of wealth corrupts individuals and the government,
but one character gains wealth through his own honest hard work and
shows that the concept is not wrong, but only the basic evil in some
individuals.

Silas Lapham discovers that he can find happiness in a

simple life and doesn't need to be accepted by the American aristocracy.
Yet the rich are not unkind to him nor are they evil,
rich are in a class division by themselves.

The established

In Washington Square Doctor

Sloper takes a less charitable attitude toward the aspiring self-made
man of Morris Townsend.

Although society protects itself, the result

is that the Doctor's daughter must face a life of emptiness.
The next category of novels is concerned with disillusionment of
material success.

These novels express grave doubts about the benefits

of success and stress the spiritual emptiness that results even if success
is gained.

Sister Carrie rocks in her chair, unsatisfied by wealth.

Babbitt dreams of a fairy girl, and Tommy Wilhelm weeps before a dead
body as if it were his own.
The final category includes only The Great Gatsby and is concerned
with the victims of success.

Fitzgerald's novel draws together the

previous themes into a statement that concludes the thesis,

Charles

Holmes indicates the importance of Fitzgerald with his comment from
"Fitzgerald:

The American Theme:"

"Nostalgia and loss--of our

innocence, of our closeness to the land, of our dreams--are the great
emotions in American literature and they are the chief emotions out of
\vhich Fitzgerald creates his stories. "1

lcharles Holmes, "Fitzgerald: The American Theme," in The Pacific
Spectator: A Journal of Interpretation, VI., 252.
ii

Material success and the self-made man is such an integral part
of the American thought that a discussion of the self-made man precedes
a close examination of the novels.

For the most part, the ideas of the

novelists were not new or original but were echoes from other comments
made by critical Americans.

The heritage of novelists can be traced

to Crevecoeur and Franklin as well as to Jefferson and Puritan clergymen.
The first section of the thesis prepares the reader for such associations.

iii

THE SELF-MADE MAN

The dream of success is such a basic human aspiration that it cannot
be called uniquely American.

Success only derived a new, narrower

meaning in American usage and practice, and in this respect the concept
of success has its particular American idiom.
apply to all fields of endeavor.

Success usually can

One can find success in a profession,

in art, in farming, or even in philosophic repose; but in America
success is a term usually limited to a person who enters into a business
and by personal qualities rises to the top to pluck the final reward,
the ultimate goal,

the goal of success, also, is an American adaptation

on the wider view of success.

Presumably a successful businessman may

desire success for fame, power, or social acceptance.

But in America

it was soon noticed by observers of the American scene that the fruit
of the labor to succeed was wealth.

Frederick Farrar in a Harper's

Ne\v Monthly Magazine of 1853 commented:

"Analyze the elements of it

and you will see that success is identified to some extent with fame;
still more with power; most of. all, with wealth. 111
The Self-Made

~

Irvin Wyllie in

in America sums up the many appraisals of success by

American writers and historians and politicians with the obvious conclusion
that "to most Americans, success is making money."2

1Frederick Farrar, Harper's New Monthly MaRazine, VII (1853),
p. 238.
--------------~2Lr~in_G~yllie, The Self-Made Man in America:

to Riches (New Brunswick, N. J., Rutgers

The Myth of Rags

Uni:vers±t-y-P-t'e-ss-,-1-9S4_)_,_p_.~4~·------------

2

The devotion to money, the quest for the dollar was at once the
pride of American energy and source of European criticism.

Continental

observers saw the American as glorying in his possessions, worshiping
his goods, strusgling to acquire even more; and in this obsession he
saw the principal fault of America.

This was a vulgar pursuit which

jarred the aristocratic sensibilities of many Europeans.

But Americans

presumably took pride in their opportunities and their energies and
even enjoyed shocking the comfortable Old World minds,

At the same

time, as Europe looked on horrified, America was busy creating the
myth of the self-made man.
some of them unexpected.

Encouragement came from many sources,
The pulpit, for one, preached the gospel of

success in the name of doing God's will.

The leaders in the new Democratic

government urged the quest for material success as a form of a

mobile

aristocratic elite who would become future leaders of the nation.
\\lith encouragement from the clergy, the government, and didactic,
moralistic pamphlets, speeches and articles, the yquth of America was
bombarded with various forms of the rags to riches theme.

But Ame·.dca' s

concept of success was not open to all, in fact it was very limited.
The myth excluded success in professions, the letters, or the arts,
The myth fro\med upon a college education, since it wasted time and
resulted in lazy attitudes.

As the self-made man myth emerged in

self-help literature, it seemed to favor a rural beginning which fostered
healthful work and good morals.
-----fa-r-ms-,-b-ut_in

But wealth was not to be gained on the

he bustling and corrupting city,

In the city the lessons

of the rural farm gained from a mother's powerful moral influence were

3

to guide the youth from debilitating and distracting pursuits,
Oddly enough, the myth of success did not praise the natural
opportunities in a land open to growth and unencumbered by a rigid
social strata, but instead the myth emphasized the personal qualities
within the man.

The success giving traits were not inherited but

cultivated and not dependent upon intelligence or education.

The traits

were God-given faculties; the task had been prepared by God and it was
a sin to turn away from it.
blessing to acquisitiveness.

Thus the clergy preached and gave a religious
The moral tone continued:

idleness was

condemned; Industry, Perseverance, Frugality, and Sobriety were
praised.

In this myth the employer became a god

his servant.

~nd

the employee became

Seven commandments for the good employee were punctuality,

reliability, indispensability, obedience, attention to details,
initiative, and extra service without expectation of reward.

In this

manner might the servant attain business salvation.
Religion and business were partners in a common enterprise with a
\vealth through virtue theme which may have often been read, virtue
through \veal th.

When the clergy found themselves confronted with

supporting worldly success, they justified their position by replying
that God required every man to lead successful and useful lives as
well as an acceptable spiritual life.

After all, every man had his

calling--it was a sin to ignore it.
The laying up of wealth became a solemn, positive religious duty.
-------'R:e-1-i-g-ion-praised the virtues of success but found itself in a strange
ethical corner:

if the wealthy were moral--the poor were wicked.

4

While the church constantly warned that a passion for money led a man
into sin, it was the wealthy who supported the church.

The American

gospel of success never did encourage men to be wicked or foul in their
business dealings,

The anonymous verse below may support the suspicion

of many who felt the sharp pangs of business defeat, but it does not
express an official, expressed view of the way to succeed:
The simple rule, the good old plan
That he should take who has the might,
And he shall keep who can.3
.
The clergy expounded the economic virtues of willpower, perseverance,
ambition, and industry as the same qualities as needed for a moral
life and also urged that the rich be conscious of and fair to social
welfare.
As business dealings became more brutal in the late 1800's and
tycoons less concerned with social responsibilities, the clergy started
to grow away from the pious businessmen who quoted scripture for their
own end.

The church attempted to dissolve the partnership which was

now becoming embarrassing.
All in all, the self-made man was the darling of American life
until the Twentieth Century.

He seemed to represent the moral qualities

of a saint and the energy of a dynamo.

He could quote scripture and

sermons to justify his aggrandisment, and being not only wealthy but
also condoned by the Bible, he was the hero of heroes.

Sentimental

novels of the 1800's naively priased the factory and the successful

3Ibid., p. 75.

5

businessman.

Ben Franklin was his archetype, Abraham Lincoln his idol,

and Davey Crockett his folk-hero.

TYPES OF MATERIAL SUCCESS

The term "self-made man" originated with Henry Clay in a speech
before the United States Senate in 1832.

In this speech Clay rose to

defend the American system which was coming under attack.

Clay praised

a mobile society and urged protective tariffs to encourage the individual
growth potentials within the borders of America.

Clay's speech

reflected the euphoria that surrounded the economic prospects of a
hard •vorking citizen.

John Cawelti in Apostles of the Self-Made Man

summarizes the operating economic philosophy of the early nineteenth
century:
Americans had freed themselves from the
aristocratic past. A virgin continent,
immeasurably rich in land and resources,
sang its song of infinite promise. How
could a man fail in such an environment,
except through laziness of vice? Those
who carried this view to the extreme of
insisting that the poor and unfortunate
deserved their sufferings were probably
few, but faith in America made it a
commonplace that a man could become
rich if he worked at it.4

4John G. Cawelti, Apostles of the Self-Made ~: Changing
Concepts of Success in America (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1966), p. 44.

6

Amid this unrestrained atmosphere which promised success to
anyone willing to work, three main strands of meaning emerge which help
to define the course of a self-made man.

The first strand is linked

to the Protestant ethic which stressed the values of piety, frugality
and diligence in one's worldly calling.

These moral teachings viewed

attainment of success as a forecast of eternal salvation.

This

moralistic motivation is the oldest one and was most prevelant prior to
the Revolutionary war, although it was still in force throughout the
nineteenth century and appears most recently in the writings of
Norman Vincent Peale,
A second strand originates in the early days of the new Democratic
government.

The founding fathers, realizing that there was no inherited

aristocracy from which leaders could be enlisted, looked to success
as evidence of individual capability.

From the successful the early

leaders of the nation hoped to create a natural elite of talent and
virtue.

Thomas Jefferson was instrumental in the formulation of this

concept of success; however, he could not foresee the decline of an
economy based on agriculture and a rise of urban centers dependent
upon factories,

The importance of this early concept continues to the

present when one recalls that recent presidents are wealthy in their
o-vm right or are drawn from rich families.
The third strand is the dominant theme presented in self-help
literature and lays its major emphasis on the individual's getting
-----~a""h1m-d~-t~cle-f-ine-s-success__in

terms of economic achievement; and,

although this strand related itself publicly to the Protestant virtues

7

of honesty and piety, it endorsed more secular traits of initiative,
aggressiveness, competitiveness, and forcefulness.
of success is now the most accepted motivation.

This third concept

It grew out of the

industrialization of the Post-Civil war period and continues today with
such self-help books as William Nickerson's

~

Nillion in Real Estate, E. Joseph Cossman's How
Order, and Karl Bach's How

.I

1 turned $100

into~

.l Made §1,000,000

in~

Sell §12,000,000 of~ Insurance. 5 The

three stages of the self-made man run concurrently in American culture
but the goals are deftly interchanged according to the popular mood of

the times.

Devoid of

rationali~ations,

the Protestant ethic pronounced

religious goals, the natural elite theory developed from political goals,
and the secular version held out the dollar as a reward.

The final

stage, inspite of its money-grasping, acquisitive nature, usually
supported itself with the rationale of the clergy's moral teachings.
Nax \.Jeber in The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism
observes that "the summum bonum of this ethic is the earning of more
an d more money .•.• 116

'\.Jeber also comments that acquisition became the

great Capitalistic adventure.

The passion for money found support in

the very traditions of the Puritan religion.
study entitled

~

Puritans

~

Alfred Griswold in a

Prosperity mentions that to the Puritans

the material fruits of industry were blessed in the sight of God and

5Ibid., pp. 4-6.
- - - - - - - - 6Max Heber, The Protestant Ethic and ~ Spirit of Capitalism
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, I93-0)-;- p. -49-;-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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that the moral sanctions of Calvin, expounded by Cotton Mather, gave
men an ethical reason for making money.
Jvlather this distinction:

Griswold gives to Cotton

"Thus, in a sense, Cotton Mather deserves

recognition as one of the first to teach American business men to
serve God by making money.'' 7

Hhen Ben Franklin followed with his

pragmatic Puritanism, the moral and grasping strands became intertwined
to form a complex concept of material success which has sometimes proved
embarrassing for the clergy and convenient for the tycoons of business.
But for the most part, this dichotomy disturbed neither group in the
overwhelming enthusiasm to reap the rewards of spiritual and worldly
blessing.

It took an outsider to view the rat-race for wealth and

\•londer v1hat it was all leading to.

Alexis de Tocqueville in Democracy

in America looked upon the American restlessness and observed a note
of futility:
In the United States a man builds a house
in which to spend his old age, and he sells
it before the roof is on; he plants a garden
and lets it just as the trees are coming into
bearing; he brings a field into tillage and
leaves other men to gather the crops; he embraces
a profession and gives it up; he settles in a
place, which he soon afterwards leaves to carry
his changeable longins elsewhere.
If his private affairs leave him any leisure,
he instantly plunges into the vortex of politics;
and if at the end of a year of unremitting labor
he finds he has a few days vacation, his eager
curiosity whirls him over the vast extend of the
United States, and he will travel fifteen hundred
miles in a few days to shake off his happiness.
Death at length overtakes him, but it is before he is

?Alfred Hhitney Griswold, "Three Puritans on Prosperity," The New
England Quarterly, VII (1934)» pp. 475-493.
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weary of his bootless chase of that complete
felicity which forever escapes him.B
The three versions of success were supported with religious and
patriotic zeal, but in the final analysis the youth of America listened
patiently, and then went out to fulfill his own concept of success.
Therefore, the self-made

n~n

turned out to be aggressive, go-getting, and

a rapidly moving entrepreneur.

Whether the end result was to be happiness,

which de Tocqueville doubted, or simply the great adventure of personal
gain, as Heber suspects, was not a problem to the rising young man.
In the midst of the shoutings in favor of unbridled opportunities
for material success, there were a few voices in America that questioned
and cautioned the economic system.

The criticism came from three areas:

objections from the moralists, objections of those who looked tm-1ard
aristocratic ideals of behavior, and objections of those who felt that
the individual is harmed in some manner because of the American people's
obsession with success.9
An early moralistic objection came from John vloolman in
the Poor.

He reversed the doctrine that riches

m~an

~

Plea for

righteousness with

the statement that "Wealth desired for its own sake obstructs the increase
of virtue, and large possessions in the hands of selfish men have a bad
tendency •••• 11 10

8Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America (New York:
Books, 1957), pp. 144-145.

Vintage

9success in America, edited by Clark and Woodward (Belmont, California:
\·JadsvJOrth Publishing Company, Inc., 1966), p. 271.
}8J"ohrr-\\fo-o-1man-,-A-P-le-a-£Gr-the_Eonr_;___o_r_, A Hord ()f Remembrance and
Caution ~ the Rich, in The ~rMT and Other Writin_Bs(New York: E. P.
Dutton & Co., Everyman's Library, 1910), p. 243.

10
Woolman 1 s views, however, were not echoed in later generations.
official position of the pulpit was just the contrary.

William Ellery

Channing later broadened the criticism of material success.
the problem facing Americans as cultural, not economic.

The

He defined

In the face of

so much emphasis placed on material advancement, Channing urged that the
American develop his mind also if his society is to rise to full
maturity. 11

From another area was heard the voice of Henry David

Thoreau favoring a life of repose and simplicity.
says,

11

But men labor under a mistake.

In Walden Thoreau

The better part of the man is

soon ploughed into the soil for compost,

By a seeming fate, conuuonly

called necessity, they are employed, as it says in an old book, laying
up treasures which moth and rust will corrupt and thieves break
through and steal.

It is a fool 1 s life •••. nl2

Few seemed impressed

that Thoreau 1 s expenses for a t>w-year period totaled some t\venty-five
dollars.

The living expenses were not the concern, laying away riches was.

Walt \vhitman gloried in the possibilities of material wealth, but
in Derr,ocratic Vistas he sees the wealth as only the first stage, a
foundation for a greater dream.

Whitman insisted that a democratic

revolution was in the process.
The extreme business energy, and this
almost maniacal appetite for wealth

llwilliam E. Channing, Self-Culture (Boston:

Dutton and Wentworth,

1838), p. 54.

12Henry David Thoreau, Thoreau:
York: Bantam Books, 1962), p. 109.

\valden and Other Writings (New

11

prevalent in the United States, are
parts of amelioration and progress,
indispensably needed to prepare the
very results I demand. My theory
includes riches, and the getting of
riches, and the amplest products, power,
activity, inventions, movements, etc.
Upon them, as upon substrata, I raise
the edifice design'd in these Vista.l3
Whitman saw America's prosperity to be the first step to the
emergence of a new artistic and intellectual culture:
To democracy, the leveler, the unyielding
principle of the average, is surely join'd
another principle, equally unyielding,
closely tracking the first, indensable to
it •..• This second principle is individuality,
the pride and centripetal isolation of a
human being in himself--identity--personalism.l4
To Whitman the real goal was in the future, his present was only
prophetic of the time when the masses would be

fr~ed.

Obviously, the

freedom to become rich was not the final goal to Whitman.

Cawelti

summarizes the position of the dreamers led by Whitman:
The intellectual advocates of the self-made
man agreed that political democracy and economic
mobility were not sufficient until they were
completed by the full development of the
individual citizen's spiritual potential.
For them, the ultimate democratic man was
not only self-made but a significant moral
and intellectual individual.l5
The criticism of the aristocrats was lead by James F. Cooper.
Cooper rejected the self-made man in favor of the traditional idea of

13\Valt Hhitman, Leaves of Grass and Selected Prose (New York:
The Nodern Library, 1950), p-.-479.

~~~~~~~---'1..,.4:q~·-,-P-•_iili_5_.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- - - 15cawelti, ££, cit., p. 81.
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the ::;entleman; he believed that America was in need of a cultivated
class.

To Cooper such a class was the "natural repository of the

manners, tastes, tone, and to a certain extent, of the principles of
the country." 16

Hithout such a class, Cooper saw the nation inhabited

by no more than savage conditions.
The galloping American way had its detractors, but not so many as
its exponents.

The critics did, however, underline a major current of

concern which in later fiction rose to a tide of discontent.

While

Americans were becoming wealthy, or trying to, the spiritual element

in their lives lagged behind, hidden and unheeded,

The main

desir~

seemed to be·geti:ing; acquiring; and conquering competitors in a maHsive
national sport.

Few who asked

~~~~hy?"

were listened to, and no one

stopped long enough to ask where it was all leading or what it all
meant,

EARLY AMERICAN EXPONENTS OF THE DREAM OF SUCCESS

The most perceptive exponent of the self-made man was Hector St.
John de Crevecoeur.

In his Letters

From~

American Farmer (1782) the

secular phase of success is idealised and future criticism suggested.
Crevecoeur saw in America an opportunity for the natural man to succeed
in a pristine land free from the oppressions of the Old World.

--------------~1~6J~me~Fenimore Coo2er, The American Democrat (New York:
Knopf, 1956), p. 89.

13

Crcvecocur envisioned the natural man in an agrarian setting, possessing
the moral qualities similar to those preached by the Puritans, rising
by hard \Wrk, rather than the pluck and luck of an Alger character,
to a position of comfort and respectibility.

As an end result,

Crcvccoeur's natural man attained happiness and spiritual purpose.
The achievement of success also benefited the entire surrounding
corrununity, thereby fulfilling Jefferson's plan of a rising elite.
l<'inally, Crevecoeur warns of overweening greed and grasping tendencies
which threaten the dream.

Consequently, in Letters, Crevecoeur spans

the three strands of success and foresees the danger which others could
not sec until the twentieth century.
Crevecoeur's first observations of the new land stress the great
possibilities made available to an American who is not shackled by the
tedious authority of church and state.

In his own words, "Here .•••

everything is modern, peaceful, and benign.

Here we have had no war

to desolate our fields; our religion does not oppress the cultivators;
we are strangers to those feudal institutions which have enslaved so
many."l7

These wondrous conditions of freedom f:t:om oppression require

a nev1 man to take proper advantage of them; and Crevecoeur seems to
warn of the dangers of freedom when he outlines the qualities of the
American:

17Hector St. John de Crevecoeur, Letters From~ American
Farmer and Sketches of ~ighteenth-Century America: More Letters From
-----~ Ame-:t"-ican-Rarme_r_(New York:
The New American Library, 1963), p. 36.

14
The American is a new man, who acts upon
new principles; he must therefore entertain
new ideas and form new opinions. From
involuntary idleness, servile dependence,
penury, and useless labour, he had
pas~od to toile of a vary differant nature,
rewarded by ample subsistence. This
is an American.l8
Although Crevecoeur holds out the reward of profit, he urges the
need for new principles and values in order that the freedom can be
controlled from within the individual.
Crevecoeur gives three accounts of material success.

The first

account is the story of James, the persona of Letters, who inherited
his father's farm; and in this sense is not a self-made man but instead
similar to the aristocrat.

The aristocratic James has wealth given to

him which is contrary to the concept of the self-made man.

He has not

had to rise by moral qualities, which eliminates the spiritual benefits;
and he concerns himself with the affairs of family and estate solely,
which eliminates the social benefit.
The second account is the history of Matthew, the Hebridean, who
is in the best tradition of the self-made man.

He rises to success by

his own hard work and the kind assistance of his neighbors.

Crevecoeur's

reason for telling the story of Matthew is to create a parable for
attaining economic reward in America.

Crevecoeur explains:

All I \vish to delineate is the progressive
steps of a poor man, advancing from indigence
to ease, from oppression to freedom, from
obscurity and contumely to some degree of

18 Ibid., p. 64.
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consequence--not by virtue of any freaks of
fortune, but by the gradual operation of
sobriety, honesty, and emigration.l9
Matthe\v be;;ins to rise as a self-made man as he steps from the
ship from Europe.
as a peasant.

He is accepted as a worthy human being rather than

He is given the opportunity to learn the tools of

success by working for James, and by his hard work he gains the
respect of those \vho observe him.

Crevecoeur continues:

11

From the

first day, he began to work, he was indefatigable; his honesty gained
him friends, and his industry the esteem of his neighbors. 11 2°

nQit;hbcn:s

iHJ.SGmblo

These

for a house raising which moves Matthew to an

ecstasy of happiness and gratitude.

His work and honesty reap rewards,

he becomes prosperous, he assists others, and he accepts civic obligations.
The whole locality benefits from the rise of Matthew.
man, but, unlike James, a social man of responsibility.

He is a self-made
Crevecoeur's

ideal of the self-made man is stated in this biography of Matthew who
rises to wealth and rewards society in return.
The third account of

11

The American Belisarius 11 renders the negative

aspect of the self-made man.

This is the story of a rich man who is

good and generous beyond all moral dictates.

His abundance of grain

is saved for his less fortunate neighbors rather than sold to increase
his mvn vJealth.

He offers parcels of land to his sons-in-law, and these

individuals display the worst attribute that comes from one's freedom

~~~~~~___.,1._,__9I-b-i-<i-.-,----p,_31J._.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~20rbid., p. 96.

16
to nmass \vcnlth:

increasing greed, and a passion for acquisitiveness.

The sons plot their father-in-lmv' s destruction and by rumor and by
m.:lli~nant

acts reduce him to poverty.

Of these people, Crevecoeur says,

"They vlot·ship no deity but self-interest, and to that idol sacrilegiously

s.:lcrifice so mnny virtues." 21

Crevecoeur's three accounts of material

success are the most comprehensive examinations to appear in one source.
Benjamin Franklin and Ralph Waldo Emerson were also supporters of
the self-made man, but each had reasons that blended into his ovm
personal philosophy.

Franklin is an extension of Calvinistic morality

\vhich he applied to the practical world of business and affairs.

His

life, as it appears in his own Autobiography and Memoirs and the
glorified fiction of his life by Parson Weems, became an example of
the self-made man to the youth of America.

Franklin's concept of the

self-made man appears similar to Jefferson's.

He viewed self improvement

related to a self-selecting and self-disciplining elite, men of virtue
voluntarily assuming the leadership of society.2 2

His Poor Richard

maxims carried the moral tone of the Protestant ethic, but his purpose
was not so much of a spiritual bent but instead to create a perfect
society.

To fulfill this intent, Franklin desired to form what he

called the "United Party for Virtue."
Franklin reached the public in his sayings of Poor Richard \oJhich
appear compiled in Poor Richard Improved (1758) through the persona of
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Father Abraham, "a clean old man, with white locks."

Father Abraham

delivers a homily composed of selected sayings which preach that
"industry, perseverance, and frugality, make fortune yield. 11 23
After Franklin's pragmatic morality is Emerson who is the last
ir.1portant American thinker to give his unqualified support to the
self-made man.

Emerson saw the attainment of wealth as evidence that

the man had attached himself to the energy of the Oversoul.

Emerson

believ8d that the man who had earned wealth and riches from his own
labors had demonstrated a high cultivation of his1worldly understanding.24
The emphasis on self-reliance and the OVersoul lead to a later belief
in personal magnetism which was defined as a uniting of human and cosmic
forces.

This view of the self-made man ignored the spiritual reward of

the Puritans and gave the self-made man a God-like image on earth.
Personal magnetism became a popular theme in the twentieth century under
the heading of ''New Thought'' and was seen as the final key to success. 25
It seems to be only a short leap from ''New Thought" to Social
Dar,vinism, but self-help supporters quoted the scriptures, not the
lav1 of the jungle.

Competition, with the necessary result of victors

and losers, was sold on the basis of gentlemanly sportsmanship.

But

a cornment attributed to John D. Rockefeller underlines the hypocrisy

23The P2.pers of Benjamin Franklin, vol. 7. October.!_, 1756,
thi~our;h M:arch 31, 1758, edited by Leonard w. Labaree (New Haven:
Yale University-Press, 1963), pp. 326-355.
________,21r-e-awe-l+i,-~-.-G-i-t.-,-P-•-L4_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
25 Ibid., p. 97.
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prcvalant in expressed motives of sportsmanship opposed to the struggle
for survival:

'~he

American Beauty rose can be produced •••• only by

sacrificing the early buds which grow around it, 112 6
The ranks of the exponents of success was never without
support.

cler~ical

One of the most famous tracts encouraging the successful man

was a sermon called Acres of Diamonds which was delivered thousands of
times by its creator, Russell Conwell.

In essence, Conwell's point was:

I say that you ought to get rich, and
it is your duty to get rich. How many
of my pious brethern say to me, "Do you,
a Christian minister, spend your time
going up and down the country advising
young people to get rich, to get money?"
Yes, of course I do. 11 They say "Isn't
that awful! Hhy don't you preach the
gospel instead of preaching about man's
making money?" "Because to make money
honestly is to preach the gospel.''
That is the reason. The men who get
rich may be the most honest men you
find in the community.27
Thus, the self-made man and material success was the mania of
Americans.

The concept received support from respected thinkers and

revered ministers.

The attainment of the goal implied eternal salvation

to some or just victory in the national pastime to others.

Nevertheless,

no matter what justification was chosen, Americans liked the idea and
threv1 themselves into the fray with all their vigor and energy.

Those

26Quotation from Hilliam J. Ghent, Our Benevolent Feudalism (New
York, 1902), p. 29.
27Russell H. Com1ell, Acres of Diamonds (New York:
Brothers, r9T5), p. 7.
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\vho did not \.Jere suspect of \vickedness, immorality, or laziness.
In the face of this tidal wave of enthusiasm, some American novelists
bc~an

to look with increasing scepticism on the course of national

events.

These novelists were going against the main-stream of American

fervor when most writers of minor novels were choosing to praise various
aspects of the rags to riches theme with sentimentalized versions of
America's success story.

The novelists who did start to fictionalize

alarm over the dream of success, did not choose new reasons or themes,
but instead picked up earlier criticisms.

This thesis will examine

the rising torrent of disillusionment with the self-made man as it
appears in selected American novels.

CRITICS OF THE DREAM OF SUCCESS

I.

SCEPTICISM

America's first novelist, Charles Brockden Brown, is also the
first novelist to confront the developing image of the self-made man in
the novel Arthur Mervyn (1799-1800).

At this early date the pervading

atmosphere in America was idealistic in regard to an individual's
oprortunity to rise by his own labor, and the new nation had just
separated itself from Europe by forming a Democratic government.

In

this setting one would expect an optimistic and forward looking attitude,
but Charles Brockden Brown sees a cause for failure in the emerging
American way because of the natural condition of evil in human beings.
The novel tells the story of Arthur Mervyn who leaves his father's
farm and goes to the city in search of an occupation and wealth.

In

the city Arthur becomes involved with a self-made man, Helbeck; and
the intrigues and entanglments with Helbeck help to form Arthur's
---scept-icism_of_ma_t£_r_ial success in America.

But Arthur 1 s journey from

the farm to the city is more than an account of a farm boy lured to the
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city to be robbed, cheated, and made fun of by the sophisticated and
worldly inhabitants of the city.

It is also the archetypal journey of

the Old Horld to the New and its reactions.
Hhen Arthur enters the city for the first time he is struck by the
magical aura of promise held out to him, a poor peasant boy, by the
New World.

Arthur says:
I need not remark that our ideas of
magnificence and splendor are merely
comparative; yet you may be prompted to
smile when I tell you that, in walking
through this avenue, I, for a moment,
conceived myself transported to the
hall "pendent with many a row of starry
lamps and blazing crescents fed by naptha
and asphaltos." That this transition
from my homely and quiet retreat, had
been affected in so fe,v hours, wore the
aspect of miracle or magic.28

Thus, the bright and glowing lamps of opportunity fill Arthur's
imagination to form the first vision of the dream of success.

B·ut the

city is suffering under a plague which represents a general moral
corruption, and the lamps serve only to obscure the evil that lurks
beneath the dream.

Arthur's description reveals the condition of the city:

The evils which had befallen this city
\vere obvious and enormous. Hunger and
negligence had exasperated the malignity
and facilitated the progress of the
pestilence. 29
The evil that underlies the dream of success is such that it feeds

28charles Brockden BrO\m, Arthur Hervyn or Memoirs of the Year
_ _ _ _ _l7_9_3__(NevJ York: Holt, Rinehart and vJinston, '1962), p. 25." -29Ibid., p. 172.
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and zrows upon itself.

At the heart of the evil are the greedy,

dishonest, and evil tendencies of man himself.
of such a man.

Helbeck is an e:x.ample

He has risen to wealth by illegal acts because self

sratification is his supreme law.

Arthur comments on Welbeck's corruption:

'''To be subjected to the necessity of honest labour, was the heaviest
of all evils, and one from which he was willing to escape by the
commission of suicide.'"

Both the plague and I.Jelbeck symbolize the

corruption of the dream.

Charles Brockden Brown punishes the evil

Helbeck by having him die in prison and having Arthur moralize over
the villain's fall:
Indigence and dishonour were the evils,
to shun which thy integrity and peace of
mind have been lightly forfeited. Thou
hast found that the price was given in
vain; that the hollow and deceitful
enjoyments of opulence and dignity were
not worth the purchase; and that, frivolous
and unsubstantial as they are, the only
path that leads to them is that OF honesty
and diligence.30
·
Arthur echoes the moral teachings of the clergy but the fact that
C. B. Brown has \'Jelbeck attain material wealth indicates that an evil
man can benefit from America's opportunities and that wealth does not
equate with virtue.
Arthur, himself, is a more complex analysis of the self-made man.
\·Jhcn he discovers that cities are corrupt and the seats of misery and
vice, he longs for the rural life and the basic virtues of the farm.
In Arthur's

~vords:

30Ibid., p. 318.
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I saw that the city was no place for me,
The end that I had had in vim-1, of procuring
some mechanical employment, could only be
obtained by the use of means, but v7hat means
to pursue I know not, This night's perils
and deceptions gave me a distaste to a city
life, and my ancient occupations rose to my
vie\-1 enhanced by a thousand imaginary charms.
I resolved forth\vith to strike into the
country,31
and:
.... he could not outroot from his mind the
persuasion that to plough, to sow, and to
reap were employments most befitting a
reasonable creature, and from which the
truest pleasure and the least pollution
would flo-v1. 32
But Arthur ignores t\vO things.
from its own form of corruption.

The farm which he left suffered

After his mother died, the milk-maid,

Betty Lawrence, married his father.

Her motive was to gain the farm,

which she later manages to do, leaving Arthur's father destitute.
Betty is a female Helbeck who rises by dishonesty and deceit.
the farm 1-.ad its own type of plague.
brothers and sisters died of illness.

Also,

Arthur says that all of his
Pestilence and sterility and

corruption undercut both the city and the farm.
Arthur's desire for the rural life is also ironic.

The virtues

of the farm are hard v1ork and diligence, two traits which Arthur does
not have.

Arthur is an idler and even infamous for this trait among

his neighbors.

He admits,

31~., p. lf3.

JZibid,, p. 8.
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It is true that I took up the spade and the
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hoc as rarely, and for as short a time, as possible.
ramble in the forest and loiter on the hill. •n33

I preferred to

If Arthur prefers a

life of repose and intellectual pursuits, he also desires wealth gained
h·om inhct·itance. 34

J3oth those desires link Arthur to an ariatocratic

mode of success and an aristocratic life.

This in turn links Arthur

to the Old World.
The followins passase is important to an archetypal reading of the
novel.

In the passage Arthur is pondering his lonely plight after his

father has died, but the passage also applies to the archetypal new
American \vho finds himself uncomfortable without the Old World traditions.
Charles Brockden Brmvn implies that the American concept of material
success and the struggles of the self-made man are not for everyone.
Some prefer the European economic structure:
I was now alone in the world, so far as the
total want of kindred creates solitude,
Not one of my blood, nor even of my name,
'\•lere to be found in this quat·ter oe the
\vorl d. Of my mother 1 s kindred I knew
nothing. So far as friendship of service
might be claimed from them, to me,they had
no existence, I was destitute of all
those benefits which flow from kindred,
in relation to protection, advice or
property. My inheritance '\vas nothing.
Not a single relique or trinket in my
possession constituted a memorial of my
family. The scenes of my childish and
juvenile days were dreary and desolate.
The fields which I was wont to travers, the
room in which I was born, retained no trace
of the past, They were the property and

33-T-' '-d
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residence of strangers, who knew nothing
of the former tenants, and who, as I -.;.~as
nmv told, had hastened to new-model and
transform every thing within and without
the habitation.35
As might be expected, Arthur Mervyn chooses to return to Europe.
He says, '''Our household, while we staid in America--in a year or two
we hie to Europe--should be thus composed.
pure morals, should be sought out •••• 1 "36

Fidelity and skill and
The suggestion seems to be

that the rigid moral requirements will be upheld only until Arthur and
his wife get to Europe, '\vhere they can pursue happiness unencumbered
by clergical restrictions.

Obviously, Arthur Mervyn is the first of a

long line of fictional characters and very real authors who finally
"hie to Europe,''
In Arthur Mervyn the first American fictional character to explore
the possibility of material success is disillusioned by the grasping,
im.uoral practices of the wealthy and unimpressed by the task of hard
'\vo:rk and chooses to return to the Old Horld.

C. B. Brown says that

the self-made man is a very special man and that not everyone is cut
out to be self-rnade.
that we<J.lth corrupts.
adva~cement

But brown also echoes John Hoolman 1 s criticism
He anticipates Channing's argument that mental

is needed as well as wealth.

There is also a hint of

Thoreau's idea that true happiness comes from repose, not hard toil.
Finally, Arthur's aristocratic leanings imply agreement with James F,
Cooper.

3-5Ibid,, p. 377-.-----36Ibid., p. 429.
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But if Arthur Mervyn is America's first expatriate, others gladly
accept the challenge of the lighted flares leading to success.
T>·ii.lin and Charles Dudley

\~arner

Mark

in The Gilded Age (1873) investigate

the motives of those who stay.
The authors' preface to the novel is headed by a significant picture.
A li8ht house is radiating beams of light and it is topped by a small
cross.

A hand is descending over the light house holding a cone to

e':tinguish the rays, leaving darkness, 37

The picture recalls the magical

vision that Arthur Mervyn sees as he enters the city.

The light house

symbolizes the dream of success, and the hand"held cone represents the
man-made evil that darkens the dream.

This is the theme of the novel.

Hithin the preface is a paragraph that sets the ironic tone and the
satiric attitude \vhich the authors have chosen:
It will be seen that it deals with an
entirely ideal state of society; and the
chief embarrassment of the writers in
this realm of the imagination has been
the \vant of illustrative examples, In
a State where there is no fever of
speculation, no inflamed desire for sudden
\vealth, where the poor are honest and
generous, where society is in a condition
' the
of primitive purity and politics is
occupation of only the capable and the
patriotic, there are necessarily no
materials for such a history as we have
constructed out of an ideal commonwealth.38
After this passage of what America should be, the book proceeds

37Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Harner, The Gilded Age:
of Today (New York: Trident Press, 1964), p. 1.
38rbid.

A Tale
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to mirror a time in American history that has been called the Tragic Era,
the Age of Negation, the Chromo Civilization, the Great Barbecue, and,
most frequently, the Gilded Ar;e.

The novel portrays the stereotypes

and caricatures of a corrupted age, the Robber Barons of big business
and the Politicos of government.
This \vas a time of self-made men.

The Helbecks of Arthur Mervyn

no longer died in prison but became respected and bribed Congressmen.
To become fabulously rich was the goal of American youth.

In the words

of The Gilded Age:
To the young American, here or elsewhere,
the paths to fortune are innumerable and all
open; there is invitation in the air and
success in all his wide horizon. He is
embarrassed \vhich to choose, and is not
unlikely to waste years in dallying with
his chances, before giving himself to the
serious tug and strain of a singl~ object.
He has no traditions to bind him or guide
him, and his impulse is to break away from
the occupation his father has followed, and
make a new way for himself,39
Such a description, ironically, applies to Mark Twain himself.
The young Samuel Clemens gre\v up in the poverty of Hannibal and shared
v1ith the rest of the nation a dream of success.

Silver was his goddess

which he worshipped between periods of bankruptcy.

Through Innocents

Abroad he acquired wealth; and from his marriage to Olivia Langdon,
heiress to an Elmira coal fortune, he gained the security of a mansion
in Buffalo, New York, with the luxury of maids and cooks.

But boredom

was his reward as well as a fear that he could never write well again.

39 rbid., p. 81.
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Alienated from the value of money as a source of happiness, he sold the
mansion and, in an attempt to simplify and purify his life, he decided
to do nothin8 but write.

Money becomes the Bitch Goddess to Mark Twain.

The novel Tom Sawyer ends with a trust fund established for Tom and
Huck.

Later Huck renounces his part of the fund in order to gain freedom.

Huck ends up by being a displaced expatriate; he "lights out for the
territory ahead of the rest."
Hadleyburr;.

It is money, of course, that corrupts

Likewise, it is money that is the main character of The

Gilded Age just as God is the main character of the Old Testament.
Perhaps the confusion in

Marl~

Twain's mind at this time concerning

material wealth is what lends to the novel a certain incompleteness and
confusion of purpose,

The author desired money, but saw it degrading

the institutions and individuals of the entire nation.

Granville Hicks

in The Great Tradition underscores this curious, ambivalant treatment
of the theme of corruption:
Superficial evils they could attack:
coarseness and snobbery in Washington
politics. But what lay behind all this?
How did it happen that so many Congressmen
were venal and so many business men
untrustworthy? ..•. It was easier to turn
to the most obvious kind of satire,,,.40
But Halter Taylor in The Economic Novel in America does redeem one
area of the novel from superficiality.

Although the novel is awkwardly

structured, burdened with characters who appear suddenly or disappear

40Granville Hicks, The Great Tradition: An Interpreta~ of
American Literature Since the Civil vJar, Revised Edition (New Yorkco:------The Nacmillan Company, 1935), p. 71.--
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in the same manner, and made sentimental with suffering females, it does
examine the decay of material success in America.
Taylor comments:

•... Xt tG thg navAl at a ~ronti~~ clmmoc~~ay,
in which the frontier practices of speculative
plunl:;inr_:; and dishonesty, together with their
reactions upon the government and, indeed,
the entire nation, are satirized from the
viewpoint afforded by middle-class ideals
of prudence, thrift and honesty,41
The novel takes the reader on a journey of corruption which is
similar to the route of success in America and the railroad in the

speculations of Beriah Sellers,

It travels from St. Louis, or the

aristocracy of the Old World, along a path through Bloody Run, the
Revolution, to Hail

Columbi~,

the ne\'l Democracy, past Hallelujah, the

religious fervor of the Great Awakening, finally to Corruptionville,
Mark Twain's present in the 1870's.

Along the way the reader also views

the decay of Jefferson and Franklin's natural elite for national
leadership, a portrait of the self-made American businessman, and an
idealized version of the self-made man.

The novel also satirizes

speculation and the credit system which are both.new tools for the
self-made man.
The history of the Hon. Patrique Oreille telescopes the degenerate
versions of the self-made man into one character.

He no more than

arrives from County Cork when he gets papers proving that he has

4l\·Jalter F. Taylor, The Economic Novel in America (Chapel Hill:
ty o f~orcnCaro 1--ttra-Press-,-l-94-2-)-,-p-.-1-24.-.------------
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resided in the country two years and then votes the democratic ticket,
He then follows the Protestant ethic, except with a strange twist, to
attain wealth with amazing haste,

Patrick, as his name was originally,

goes to work as an assistant to an architect and builder, carrying hod
during the day and studying politics during the evenings.

Through

industry and economy he is soon able to start a low rum shop in a foul
locality,

Patrick O'Riley quickly found friends and influence and was

soon elected to an office in the city government,

With capital from

his salary he was able to open a fancier saloon with a faro bank attached,
This change made him even more respectable, and he was given a higher
political post.

By means of graft he became even more wealthy until

the ne\vspapers clamored for his arrest.
and was acquitted,

But Patrick stacked the jury

Now distinguished, he gathered his family together

and sailed to Europe where, in Paris, he learned to speak English with
a French accent rather than an Irish accent.

He came home spelling

his name Patrique Oreille and was praised as an honorable man,42
The authors display their scepticism that wealth leads to moral
qualities and leadership abilities.

Instead of an elite aristocratic

group composed of self-made men who have proved their moral and
intellectual qualities, wealth results from political cheating and
dishonesty; and aristocracy is obtained by the surface affectations
of accent and name.
Everything bows to money.

In Hashington ("the grand old benevolent

4 2i·1ark Twain and Charles Warner, ££.• cit., pp. 229-231.
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National Asylum for the Hclpless 11 43) an appropriation must be purchased.
A majority of a House or Senate Committee costs $10,000 each.
moral Congressman or Senator costs $3,000 each.
cost $500 apiece.

A highly

Small-fry county members

The result of all the graft is that a $200,000

appropriation leaves the recipients $25,000 in debt.

Senator Dilworthy is

the example of the crooked, fast-talking, Bible-reading politician of
the Gilded Age. 44
Besides the general natidnal corruption that appears in the novel
as a result of the self-made man, the self-made man is caricatured as
flashy, vulgar, uncouth, uneducated, illwmannered, loud-mouthed,
egotistical, and he is also a depressing bore.

A Mister Bigler, the

prototype of a businessman, has been to dinner at Beriah Sellers' home.
When he leaves, little Ruth asks innocently of her father, '''I wish •.••
that you wouldn't bring home any more such horrid men.

Do all men who

wear big diamond breast-pins, flourish their knives at the table, and
use bad grammar, and cheat?

111
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Ironically, Beriah Sellers is the most

complete stereotype of the businessman.

He is an eternally optimistic

salesman with a scheme or speculation constantly flowing from his mind.
He is the drummer, the medicine man, the salesman for America's dream of
success.

His driving force is to be wealthy, and although he never

attains his goal, his glowing optimism chases away defeat after defeat.
Sellers' enthusiasm is like the self-help literature which is so

4

\bid,, p. 169.

44.l22:.....,
1 'd
p. 192 •
45

rbid., p. 165.
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encouraging that everyone is infected with·.the emotion that anything is
attainable,
sell. 11

11

Characters in the novel comment on Sellers 1 ability ''to

'hlhen that man gets his head full of a notion, he can out-talk
11146

a machine.

Another character later says, "'The Colonel's tongue was

a magician's want that turned fried apples into figs and water into
wine ....

111
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Colonel Beriah Sellers is the miracle worker of success;

he spreads its gospel like the chosen-one to all the eager disciples
who want to be lead to the God-Success.

Each defeat, in his own mind,

seems to be a guidepost to a greater victory.

The Colonel finally sees

his destiny in divine terms;
All his own schemes took larger shape and
more misty and majestic proportions; and
in this congenial air, the Colonel seemed
even to expand into something large and
mysterious. If he respected himself before,
he almost worship4ed Beriah Sellers now, as
a superior being. 8
The Colonel's image in the novel is not entirely negative,

Beneath

his exterior of speculations and selfish desire for wealth lies the
unrestrained energy of America.

Beriah Sellers symbolizes the haste

and push of a country in which nearly everyone has a private plan for
success.

The uneasy spirit of getting and acquiring moves forward as

if the Judgment Day is near at hand and one is eager to prove hi.s
spiritual worthiness.
The credit system as a tool to success for a self-made man receives

46Ibid., P· 9.
4 7Ibid., p. 55.

48~., p. 271.
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its share of criticism from the authors:
Beautiful credit! The foundation of
modern society. Who shall say that this
is not the golden age of mutual trust, of
unlimited reliance upon human promises?
Th~t is a peculiar condition of society
which enables a whole nation to instantly
recognize point and meaning in the familiar
newspaper anecdote, which puts into the mouth
of a distinguished speculator in lands and
mines this remark: --"I wasn't worth a cent
two years ago, and now I owe two millions of
dollars. n49
As sceptics of America's dream of success Mark Twain and Charles
Dudley Warner satirize the corruption that has resulted from a moneygrasping national philosophy.

They see the light of the dream glowing

as a beacon to all men but also one about to be covered by the hand of
evil.

Their criticism is conditioned, however, by one character.

Philip Sterling fulfills his dream of striking it rich in a coal mine
by unselfish hard work and dedication.

By this contrast, the authors

indicate that the dream is still good, the American way is noble and
worthy; but the evil in some men degrades the beauty of the dream.
The sceptics of material success did not always share the same
point of view in their criticism.

Charles Brockden Brown and Mark

Twain saw the dream leading to individual and national corruption,
Other authors saw America stratified by social levels which were
unavailable in the upper regions to the self-made man.

These authors

added another goal for the self-made man which is social standing and
the acceptance by the American aristocracy.

49

~ •• p. 183.

To the term of praise
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"The Self-Made Man" coined by Americans was added the prase of
condescension "nouveau riche" borrowed from the French.

Characters in

these novels are generally excluded from the aristocratic elite because
of a lack of culture and an overwhelming vulgarity.

They thereby echo

James F. Cooper who criticised the idea that wealth alone made a man
complete,
One of these authors who expresses a different point of view
concerning the pursuit of wealth is Henry James who, himself, became an
expatriate.

James sees the effect upon the individual who seeks only

pecuniary gain to be narrow and stultifying.

The American scene becomes

a social and aesthetic wasteland because the businessman never hopes to
be anymore than a businessman.

In The American (1877) James explores the

history of Christopher Newman, a self-made millionaire, who suddenly
realizes the sterility of his endless pursuit of weaLth and who flees to
Europe to search for a more meaningful existence.

There is a void in

American society, according to James; and how to fill the void is the
problem of American civilization.

Wealth alone does not buy intelligence

and an artistic sensitivity, but Americans aspire only for wealth.

James

commented:
\\lhat prevails, what sets the tune, is the
American scale of gain, more magnificent
than any other, and the fact that the whole
assumption, the whole theory of life, is
that of the individual's participation in it,
that of his being more or less punctually and
more or less effectually ''squared. 11 50

SOHenry James, The American Scene (New York:
Sons, 1946), p. 237.

Charles Scribner's
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The social problem of the self-made man is examined in James'
novel Washington Square (1881),

James wrote the book while in England

and benefitted from a detachment from the scene which is not international
but is totally American,

Not concerned with the differences between

Europe and America, the novel is involved only with the problems i.n
Araerica.
In the novel Morris Townsend is the aspiring self-made man who
unsuccessfully courts Catherine Sloper.

Catherine is a member of society

and enjoys established and secure wealth.

the block to marriage,

Dr. Sloper, her father, is

Morris is drawn to Catherine because she

represents wealth and luxurious

li~ing;

she desires Morris because he

is handsome and romantic; Dr. Sloper prevents the marriage because he
accurately senses that Morris is after only money and that he is not a
true gentleman.
The Doctor symbolizes the unapproachable sanctity of wealth and
society.

He is the Old World aristocracy who looks with suspicion

upon those who attempt to enter the realm of gentility.

He also

represents the European attitude toward America which sees a vulgar
strain developing in the desire to attain aristocratic stature in a
single generation.

His daughter, Catherine, whom he views as being

unattractive and weak-minded, symbolizes America's dream of success.

Dr.

Sloper is suspicious of the motives which would lead one to desire his
daughter since he believes she is unworthy of suitors who have not already
gained wealth.
\~orld

Morris Townsend is the self-confident man of the New

who is assaulting the barriers of society and wealth.

The Doctor
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taunts him with references to his poverty, his lack of position, and his
familiarity, all of which suggest vulgarity.

In an effort to break off

the attachment between Morris and Catherine, the Doctor takes his daughter
to Europe for a year and becomes a displaced expatriate.

Ironically,

during this interval, Morris has gained access to the Sloper manBion
and has enjoyed the forbidden fruits of luxury.

The mansion on

Hashington Square echoes James' previous observation that it is the
American obsession to be

11

squared, 11

To Morris the mansion is the reward

of the self-made man.
Upon returning to the mansion with the DoctQr's sister, Morris
casts a longing eye on the mansion pS he sees the

g~owing

beacon of

the dream of success shining from a window:
They lingered a moment at the foot of
Doctor Sloper's white marble steps, above
which a spotless white door, adorned with
a glittering silver plate, seemed to figure
for Morris the closed portal of happiness;
and then Mrs. Penniman's companion rested
a melancholy eye upon a lighted window in
the upper part of the house.51
The emphasis on wealth results in a tragic conclusion for all
three characters.

Dr. Sloper becomes obsessed with Morris Townsend;

Catherine is denied her chance for love; and Morris Townsend is denied
his dream.

James' scepticism in the dream is best seen with Catherine

who retires to a life of sitting in a rocking chair and looking out
the window.

Says James:

11

Catherine, meanwhile, in the parlor, picking

__________..5.._.._1Henr-y-James_, T.Jashington square (New York:
p. 75.

Bantam Books' 1959)'
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up her morsel of fancy-work, had seated herself with it again--for
life, as it were, 11 52
William Dean Howells underlines the force of class distinction in
a series of novels that treat the theme of a self-made man attempting
to enter society.

The entire concept of material success and the

s<:!lf-made man had changed after the Civil Har from an emphasis on an
agrarian structured economy to an industrialized economy.

The self-made

man was no longer a farmer but instead a businessman who desired more
than just a profitable farm.
acceptance.

The businessman aspired to social

\vhen the established society became aware of the onslaught

by the vulgar self-made businessman, it adopted the term nouveau riche
to apply to the newly rich and resisted the challenge by withdrawing
into aristocratic cliques.

James F. Cooper anticipated such a social

alignment earlier in the nineteenth century just as Henry James sided
with the rich in the late nineteenth century.

At the same time that

James was withdrawing to Europe in order to ignore the shallowness and
vulgarity that he saw in the American culture,

W~lliam

Dean Howells

observed the challenge of success closer to home and sympathized with
both groups, the self-made man and society.

Michael Millgate may

overstate his argument in the following comment, but he does indicate
the importance of William Dean Hmvells' novels to the emerging American
social structure:

11

There can be no question, in fact, that William

Dean Howells was the first important novelist to embark upon a 'realistic'
and critical 2resentation of the American urban-industrial society of

5 2 Ibid., p. 162.
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the post-vmr period. ~r53
\.Jilliam Dean Howells ranks high on the list of sceptics of material
success if, for no other reason, one notes the great number of novels
that center on this general theme,
of Howells

1

John Cawelti

co~~ents

on the degree

disenchantment:
By the time he wrote his major novels,
Howells had not only come to view the new
industrial society with a critical eye,
but had begun to feel that the ideal of ·
individual economic and social advancement
was a major cause of social dislocation
and individual unhappiness,54

Howells

1

sense of tragedy that resulted from the attainment of success

became the theme of a series of novels.

A Modern Instance (1882)

examines the career of a self-made man named Bartley Hubbard who is
driven by a strong desire for wealth and position which overpowers his
basic moral principles.

In keeping with Howells' tone of sympathy,

Bartley Hubbard is not a villain, although his career is sordid--he is
a victim of the American philosophy and desire for wealth and success,
In A Hazard of New Fortunes (1890) Jacob Dryfoos ts a self-made millionaire
who desires social position and moves his family.to the city.

In the city

his family disintegrates; and, when he finally does gain social success,
it no longer means anything to him; and life is no longer worth living.
Howells is most sympathetic in his novel The Rise of Silas Lapham

53Michael Millgate, American Social Fiction:
(London, Oliver and Boyd, 1964), p. 19.

James to Cozzens
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(1885).

The irony of the title suggests a nostalgic and reactionary

echo to Crevccoeur because Lapham's
simplicity and repose.
\~cnlth and

stru~:;glc

~is

his return to agrarian

Silas becomes an expatriate from the America of

for position by finding happiness around the hearth

and surrounded by family.
Hmvells

1

account of Silas Lapham is in contrast to prior and later

treatments of the businessman because Silas is a victim of success, in
the same way that Bartley Hubbard is a victim.

This sympathetic attitude

on the part of Howells which is consistent in all his novels places the
blame of any tragedy on the system of wealth in America rather than the
basic nature of man to grasp and acquire,

Previous authors, including

C. B. Brown and Mark Twain, saw the flaw in the American system stemming
from a basic evil in man.

Howells stands outside the Protestant ethic

view that praised the attainment of wealth but cautioned against too
rauch emphasis on money.

Howells is concerned for the people who are

deluded by the glowing flame of success and, by flying into it, are
destroyed.
When Silas is making his attempt to enter society, he starts to
construct a mansion in a fashionable area in Boston.

The mansion becomes

a symbol to Silas of the final joy of material success.

During the

night, lamps are set burning before the house, and Howells tells the
reader that,

11

They were not merely a part of the landscape; they were

a part of his pride and glory, his success, his triumphant life's
work •.•• ••55

The lamps of success glow to Silas, and Arthur Mervyn has

55william Dean Howells, The Rise of Silas Lapham (New York:
Signet Classic, The New American Library, 1963), p. 285.

A
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a vision of lights as he enters the city.
The Gilded Ace is introduced with a picture of a light house being
dimmed.

The image pattern lamps becomes an even more dramatic fon:e

when Silas leaves a lamp burning in his new house, and it destroys the
house by fire.

With the burning of the house Silas' dream is destroyed

by the same flame that lured him to success.
Howells

1

sympathy extends to the established rich as well.

A Mr..

Corey, a member of the social group to which Silas aspires, comments on
money in the American society:
Honey buys position at once. I don't
say that it isn't right .•.• I dare say it
makes the new rich pay too much. But
there's no doubt money is to the fore
now. It is the romance, the poetry, of
our age, It's the thing that chiefly
strikes the imagination.56
One might say that Howells is speaking through Mr. Corey.

There

is no anger in Corey's tone, no fear of vulgarity diluting the genteel,
but a since sadness that a national emphasis has been placed on something
so weak and misleading as material wealth.
\~hen

Silas does have a chance to enter society, Howells examines

a basic weakness in the American way to society that Cooper and James
both mention.

There is something else needed besides money,

Silas

finds himself self-conscious when in the presence of cultured people
at dinner,

Against his better judgment, he strarts to drink wine and

begins to control the conversation with talk about his rise to success.

5 6 rtid., p. 60.
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The next morning he recalls to his horror that he was no more than a
bore \vho could talk about nothing else than his climb to success.

Silas

realizes at this point that he lacks the education and security of
wealth cnjoyBd

by

the cultured.

This incident recalls an earlier passage in the novel when Silas
is speaking with his wife about getting his daughters into society.
Silas says, "'Hhy don't you get them into society?

There's money enough!'"

His wife, often more perceptive than he, replies, '''There's got to be
something besides money, I guess. '"57
The attempt of the American

seff~made

man to go beyond wealth is

thwarted by a lack of basic education and culture.

As Cooper asserted,

there is a note of vulgarity in the American concept of rapid and
mobile material wealth.
The Protestant ethic is also attacked.

\~hen

Silas acts honestly,

his decision results in the destruction of a previous business partner
\vho had depended on Silas' dishonesty.

The partner's response to

honesty is the pathetic statement, "You've
cent left in the world!

ruine~

God help my poor wife!"58

of proper moral action in the American way.

me!

I haven't a

Such is the result

Howells accurately points

out the general tragedy of the acquisitive nature which rises to the
surface of the American culture.

The irony of Howells' thesis is

emphasized in the title of the novel when contrasted to the conclusion.

57 Ibid., p. 30.
58Ibid., p. 306.
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The author seems to be close to Thoreau when he places Silas in the
simple family environment outlined in this passage which completes
the novel:
In the shadow of him disnatcr they rceurnad
to something like their old, united life;
they were at least all together again; and
it will be intelligible to those whom life
has blessed with vicissitude, that Lapham
should come home the evening after he had
given up everything to his creditors, and
should sit down to his supper so cheerful
that Penelope could joke him in the old
way.59

59Ibid., p. 324.

II.

DISILLUSIONMENT

The ideal of success and the aura of sanctity which hovered like
a halo over the self-made man both received increasing criticism during
the t\ventieth century.

The emphasis of the criticism developed a

different theme as the novelists of this century found less romance and
adventure in success and instead stressed the woes of success,

Previous

novelists had been cautious and conditional in their assessment of the
developing eagerness to attain riches.

These novelists chose to have

their characters disassociate themselves from the activities of the
self-made man, and some novelists warned that wealth was not a ticket
to the cultured classes.

The criticism of the twentieth-century

novelist is more broadly based and questions the primary idea that the
effort to attain wealth is by itself morally uplifting or that the
acquisition of wealth presupposes happiness and contentment.
Novelists of this century were faced with a particular problem
which is discussed in Kenneth Lynn's The Dream of Success.

They,

themselves, strove for the gleaming rewards of success; but, in the
process, they became disillusioned and disenchanted.

Theodore Dreiser
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is an example of this curious ambivalence.

He began as a devotee of

success but became increasingly critical of his dream of success.
Dreiscr admired successful men and aspired to emulate them, but he also
read Herbert Spencer and believed in determinism.

As a result he viewed

the emphasis on morality as nonsense and attacked the idea in Sister
c~rrie

and the Cowperwood series.

Carrie becomes successful only after

her moral innocence has been lost, and Cowperwood is an example of
amorality and unscrupulousness in spite of his success.

Dreiser's

discovery, as it is with Cmvperwood, is that success is meaningless.
The ambiguity is that no other life is possible in a. culture that is
victimized by its own delusions.

As a result of this dilemma, novelists

of the t\ventieth century left their characters in emotional vacuums
after they had attained the cherished goal of wealth.

The disillusionment

stems from an inability to resolve the gap between the ideal of success
and the reality of success.

This portrays a general, anguished loss

of faith in the American concept of morality and wealth,

America is

no longer a land of opportunity to these novelists but is instead a
country made up of three classes:

the rich and powerful, the poor

working classes, and the desperate.60

The latter group is the one

\vhich Dreiser concentrates upon because they struggle and scramble to
rise from one class to another.

Sister Carrie is an example of one

such character who attempts to gain social mobility, and her history
is an account of the general disillusionment that pervades the concept

60cawelti, ££• cit., p. 229.
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of wealth during the early twentieth century.
Dreiser also adds a new element to the progress of the self-made
man.

The Protestant ethic no longer functions as an important motivation.

Inst:c.:ad,

the Emorsonia.tl idou of aelf-rel:l..nnco bll:CAmG a.n :!.mporco.ne

explanation of success in the form of "New Thought'' philosophic terms. 61
This is most evident in the history of Frank Cowperwood as one sees him
moving forward relentlessly by his personal, animal magnetism.

The

successful man has linked himself to the forces of the universe and
thereby absolves himself of the need for ordinary morality and Christian
good works.

In such a form, characters like Cmvperwood become demonic

heroes of material success, and almost mythic in their powers.
In Sister Carrie (1900) Dreiser examines three characters who
represent separate reactions to the American dream.

Sister Carrie seeks

material wealth, Hurstv1ood seeks love, and Drouet seeks happiness in a
shoddy veneer of flashy talk and garish clothes.

Sister Carrie is similar

to Arthur Mervyn in that she comes to the city searching for wealth and
its rewards.

Her first view of life in Chicago introduces her to the

bleakness of poverty when she lives for a time with her sister and
brother-in-law.

Dreiser says, "She felt the drag of a lean and narrow

life." 62
Carrie's natural animal instincts instruct her to avoid uncomfortable
environments the same as a puppy would avoid discomfort and seek a warm

6lca•velti, £E.· ~·, p. 183.
62rheodore Dreiser, Sister Carrie (New York:
p. 7.

Bantam Books, 1958),
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place to sleep; the only people who are comfortable, according to
Carrie's observations, are the people who are rich.

Dreiser makes

it clear that the possession of money as an end in itself is Carrie's
compulsion:

"As for Carrie, her understanding of the moral significance

of money was the popular understanding, nothing more.
•·rroney:

The old definition:

something everybody else has and I must get,' would have

expressed her understanding of it thoroughly."6 3
Carrie's rise over Drouet and Hurstwood, and her progress in the
theater is motivated by no sinister villainy or desire to acquire
fortunes.

A simpler and more understandable motivation is at the heart

of her actions,

Carrie wants only to avoid the ugliness of poverty and

to share in the lovely material things which she sees about her.

Hith

money Carrie seeks to gain pleasure, beauty, friends, clothes, and even
love.

Hhen Carrie has an abundance of money, her attitude changes.

She discovers that money does not fill her empty soul,

Dreiser

underlines Carrie's disillusionment by conunenting that, "It does not take
money long to make plain its importance •.•• With her one hundred and fifty
in hand, Carrie could think of nothing particularly to do.

In itself,

as a tangible, apparent thing which she could touch and look upon,
it was a diverting thing for a few days, but soon passed,"64
Echoing other characters of earlier novels who searched for wealth,
Carrie is drawn to the bright lights of success,

On a carriage drive

through Lincoln Park, she notices lamps in homes of the rich.

63 Ibid., p. 51.

64--22:_.,
r' . d p • .J"62 •

Carrie
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vie\oJS the wealthy and their standard of living as symbolized by the
l.::unps and the glow of romantic expectation given off by the lamps.
dreams of all the things that could crowd a young girl's heart.

She

Carrie

ponders the glow of wealth, "Such childish fancies as she had had of
fairs, palaces and kingly qualities now came back .••• She was perfectly
certain that here \Yas happiness."65

Like previous characters, Carrie

responds to monuments of wealth and the rich lamps that epitomize the
dream of \Yealth.

In the final passages of the novel, as Carrie is

confronted with the emptiness of her life, Dreiser recalls the image of
laraps:

"H was

for~v~r

to be the pu-rsuit of that radiance of delight

v1hich tints the distant hill-tops of the world, 11 66

To Carrie wealth is

a glow of happiness more romantic because it is at first unassailable.
But with the attainment of material success, it proves to have been

only an illusion.
Carrie is at her most pitiful ebb when she has reached the top but
finds herself alone.

Carrie and Catherine Sloper both suffer because

of an emphasis placed on money and position,

Dreiser's Carrie, as does

James' Catherine, rocks in her chair, dreams, and sings; she realizes
that for her, material success is not the goal for which she yearned,
D:.·eiser tells the reader that Carrie's life is empty and that she has
been seduced by her dream of success:
And now Carrie had attained that which in
the beginning seemed life's object, or,

--------------G§TbLn-.-,~p~.-~~~.-----------------------------------------------------------

66 Ibid., p. 398.
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nt lenst such fraction of it as human
beings ever attain of their original
desires. She could look about on her
~mvns and carriaGe, her furniture and
bank account. Friends there were, as
the world takes it--those who would
how and Qmilc in acknowl¢dgmcnc of hQ~
success. For these she once craved.
Applause there was, and publicity-once for all, essential things, but
now grown trivial and indifferent.
Beauty also--her type of loveliness-and yet she was lonely.67
Dreiser is most explicit in the last line of the novel:

"In your

rocking-chair, by your window, shall you dream such happiness as you may
never feel. ' 168

Just as Carrie is willing to do anything to acquire her

vision of happiness, Hurstwood is willing to hazard anything to gain
his concept of happiness.

Hurstwood begins from a secure position of

material wealth gained in the traditional manner of Crevecoeur and
l"r:c.nklin.

Dreiser says, "He had risen by perseverance and industry,

t0rough long years of service, from the position of barkeeper in a
com;aon place saloon to his present altitude." 69

Hurstwood 1 s life is,

hov1ever, a tedious, unexciting vacuum, in which he vacillates from his
secure but unchallenging job to an emotionally sterile home life.
Drawn to one another because they both dream, Carrie for wealth and
love, Hurstwood for love, they are both deceived.
static throughout the novel.

He is in the tradition of Colonel Sellers'

enterprising nature, and Franklin's practicality.

67rbid., p. 397.
68rbid., p. 398.
69Ibid., p. 35.

Only Drouet remains

He is the fast-talking
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joiner \vho becomes the prototype of the shallo\v American business man.
Dreiser describes him:

"Here was a type of travelins canvasser for a

manufacturing house--a class which at the time was first being dubbed
by the slang of the day

1

drummer 111 and

11

. , ••

from his vest dangled a neat

gold watch chain, from which was suspended the secret insignia of the
Order of Elks , 11 7°

Therefore Carrie and H.urstwood yearn for happiness;

and, in their attainment of their goals, they find only emptiness and
death; \vhereas, the practicality of Drouet functions to the end, unchanged
in its contented mediocrity.
One minor character in this novel named Ames.
maturing disillusionment with material success.

emphasi~es

Dreiser' s

During a dinner at which

excessive consumption heightens the enjoyment, Ames deplores the waste he
sees:

11 1

I shouldn 1 t care to be rich,

spend my money in this way.

111

71

111

he says,

111

not rich enough to

Carrie is confused at this attitude, and

in his next comment, Ames states Dreiser's concept of material success.
"Hhat good would it do?

A man doesn't need this sort of thing to be happy." 72

Ames is a twentieth-century Thoreau who looks for a life of meaning in
simplicity and repose.

But if Dreiser spoke through Ames in Sister Carrie,

his ovm confusion becomes clear when twelve years later he at once
deplored and admired Frank Cowpenwod.
Frank Cowperwood is the self-made man transformed into a cosmic
force, and, as such, he is the concept of grasping wealth carried to its

70rbid., p. 3.
7lrbid., p. 258.
7 2 roid., p. 259.
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tl..<"i_;ic absurdity.

In Mi llgate 's words, Cowperwood is "ruthless,

individualistic, determined to be master of his own destiny,

he

carries

EQcrson's doctrine of self-reliance to its logical and terrifying

carismatic tool when it is personified in Cowperwood.
Linked as he is to the current of the universe, Cowperwood rises
to wealth in a Horatio Alger-like manner.

Only his personal philosophy

distinguishes him from other rags-to-riches characters.

Dreiser's

reading of Spencer appears in the famous aquarium scene which teaches
Frank the law of the survival of the fittest:
HO\v vJas life organized?" Things lives on
each other--that was it. Lobsters lived on
squids and other things. i.Jhat lived on lobsters?
Nen, of course! Sure, that was it! And what
lived on men? he asked himself. Has it other
men? .••. Sure, men lived on other men.74
11

Guided by such a philosophy, Cmvperwood is freed from any moral
obligation.

Dreiser ignores the previous justification of wealth by

the clergy and has Cowperwood move about in a world in which there is
no raorality.

Cmvpenvood is above the common man because of his magnetism.

In this way Dreiser tries to resolve his attraction to the self-made man
and his disgust with the behavior of such men.
applies, says Dreiser, to the life of business:
particularly financial life ••.• ' 1 7 5

73Millgate,

££·

The life of the jungle
"Life was a war--

When Cowperwood confronts the

cit., p. 74.

-------------7~-~Trd~p--. 6~~.-------------------------------------------------------75rbid., p. 373.
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a8orality of his actions, he has no difficulty dismissing the question:
"There were just two faces to the shied of life from the point of viev1
of this peculiar mind--strength and weakness.
not knmv about those,

Right and wrong?

He did

They were bound in metaphysical abstrusities

about which he did not care to bother.
of clerics by \·Jhich they made money. ,7 6

Good and evil?

Those were toys

Dreiser has Cowperwood look at

the American dream and see immediately its cash value.
Cmvperwood also ans1vers the Ames of Sister Carrie.

Ames, representing

one side of Drciser, says that he does not need money to be happy.
Cmvper1vood replies,
1<1oncy wouldn 1 t cure.

111

111

I haven't seen many troubles in this world that

77

This confusion on the part of Dreiser is a

turning point in the reaction of American novelists to material success.
From Dreiser on, American writers display more disillusionment in the
rewards o£ the freedom to succeed,

The previous arguments against success

fade as the concern points to one failing in the entire concept.

Starting

with Dreiser the literary spokesman see a loss of spiritual force
corruptin~

the American culture.

CO'\·lpenwod is the gigantic figures of the self-made man ruling his
financial world but finding emptiness in his soul,

At the beginning of

The Titan he comes to Chicago and sees the city glowing in the flare
of the sun, radiating its beams of success.

But he leaves for Europe

at the end of the novel, a Tantalus in his own kind of Hell.

________7_6--.::I~b:...::;i~d.-'--.,

Dreiser

. 296.

-~----------------------------------

77Theodore Dreiser, The Titan (New York:
1914), p. 81.
-- ---

Dell Laurel Edition,
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seems to pity him in this comment:

"And this giant himself, rushing

onto new struggles and new difficulties in an older land, forever
suffering the goad of a restless heart--for him there was no ultimate
peace, no real understanding, but only hunger and thirst and wonder.
\·Je.:J.lth, >vealth, wealth!"78
If a cosmic force like Cowperwood suffers in a gigantic way, the
middle-class self-made man in Sinclair Lewis' Babbitt (1922) suffers
in a more modest way.
man than does Dreiser.
him.

Lewis takes a different approach to the self-made
He refuses to take him seriously and satirizes

Instead of being a man of destiny, George Babbitt of Zenith is

a pompous go-getter with no place to go.
Babbitt is not a complex portrayal of an American but is a caricature of America's disillusionment in the self-made man.

Geoffrey Moore

examines Lewis' intent and comes to the following opinion:
With Babbitt, satire begins. It was the
attempt that Lewis made to prove himself
as an artist. The characters are obviously
caricatures, and the prose has the bite of
winter air in Minnesota. The raw material
of the novel is forced into a light-hearted
pattern by the satiric intention. Lewis is
not here 'opening himself' to life; he is
deciding what should be said and forcing
his characters into this mould. It is a
fantasy, really, on the theme of business,
an attack on the hypocrisy of small
businessmen, but with a certain undertone
of friendliness.79

78Ibid., p. 541.
1-9 Geo rfrey f1oore, "s-trr-c-lcrtr-:tew±-s-:-A-:bes-to-R:emant-is,-'-'-in £i.n~c:;:l:.:a=l::::;.r=..,-----Lc\Jis: !::_ Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Mark Scharer (New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962), p. 159.
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But Babbitt presents an enigma.

One does not like him, yet he is

too typically American in his goals to condemn fully.

This might explain

the "undertone of friendliness" which Moore finds in the novel.

On a

broader plane, one might wonder what is the evil force in Babbitt?
Is it Babbitt himself or Zenith which has trimmed his aspirations to
their 10\vest level?

Babbitt dreams of the "fairy girl" who comes to

hiQ in his reverie and seems to promise something better, but Zenith
is the booster city of the twenties and Babbitt is the business spirit
of the t'venties.

The environment of Zenith makes Babbitt what he is

and farms the materialistic, fast talker that one.sees in Babbitt.
Lewis' style is, of course, satiric; but Babbitt ·is a pathetic figure
'"hen set against the image of what he might have been.

Crevecoeur' s

dream is seen no longer in the farm but in the high buildings rising
above the fog in a city like Zenith.

Zenith is the dream, and Babbitt

is only a product of that dream,
George Babbitt's contribution to the concept of material success
examines a different type of character than Frank Cowperwood.
Cm·iperwood is the dynamic molder of fortunes; Babbitt serves as an
example of the small town, moderately successful businessman.

Cowperwood's

riches coupled with his intelligence fail to bring him the happiness
he thought would follow with money.

Babbitt, who is an ordinary man,

adheres more faithfully to the kind of success that Crevecoeur had in
mind for his prosperous farmer.
------~f~r~o=m

Babbitt himself is not so far removed

humbler origins, and Sinclair Lewis suggests that what

sophistication Babbitt may have is only a thin veneer:

" •••• his voice
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slowed to the drawling of his hundred generation of peasant ancestors.••80
The idea of how success is attained in the mid-nineteen twenties
is satirized during a family conversation dominated by Babbitt's young
son, Ted,

The self-help literature that has played such a great part

in American culture from the promotional literature of John Smith
throu;:;h Franklin's Autobiography and to the 'ten easy lesson' tracts
of today is brought under the glare of Lewis' attention,
Ted's glamorized view of success:

Lewis says of

"He snatched from the back of his

geometry book half a hundred advertisements of those homestudy courses
\vhich the energy and fo1.·csight of American commerce have contributed
to the science of education."Bl

Appropriately the symbol of learning

on this brochure is not the lamp or torch but is instead a row of dollar
signs.

The course is significant in that it offers a quality thought

to be essential for success,
in Public Speaking."32

It is entitled:

''Power and Prosperity

This course teaches, among other things, how

to be a "Master Man" and how to talk up to the "Super."

These qualities

are gained in just "eight simple lessons in plain· language anybody
could understand, tt33

This recalls Colonel Sellers from The Gilded Age

and his trait of fast talking to advance his ludicrous schemes and
anticipates energetic Jim O'Connor of Tennessee Williams• The Glass
~enagerie

who is also sold on the importance of public speaking as

80 sinclair Lewis, Babbitt (New York:
Classic, 1950), p. 219.
13]>b·d
~-, p. 65.
82rbid., p. 66.
83 Ibid., p. 67.

New American Library, Signet
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necessary to the advancement of one's business career,

The following

advertisement from Ted's geometry book emphasizes Colonel Sellers'
concept of material success and how to gain it:
The advertisements were truly philanthropic,
One of them bore the rousing headline:
"Honey! Money! Money!!!" The second
announced: "M. P. R., formerly making only
eighteen a week in a barbar shop, writes to
us that since taking our course he is now
pulling down $5,000 as an Osteovitalic
Physician;" and the third that "Miss J. L.,
recently a wrapper in a store, is now
getting Ten Real Dollars a day teaching
our Hindu System of Vibratory Breathing and
Mental control."84
Sinclair Lewis observes that in America the "get rich quick"
Qotive and the desire to share in material success has created a peculiar
brand of literature that appeals to the aspiring self-made man,
in this form, is easy and instantaneous.

Success,

Success begins to breed upon

its own desires and becomes a cash value product that can be sold,
Crevecoeur is ideologically a long way from the young man of the
twenties who \•Jants his success from a pamphlet.

The goal has changed,

Crevecoeur praised the ownership of land with a man's home upon it.

In

the twenties the goal is a row of dollar signs.
Babbitt's view of himself and his role in the community constructs
the image of the businessman in the changing concept of the self-made
man.

The impression that Babbitt and other businessmen must give to

one another is that of

busy-~.

Lewis says of Babbitt:

------------B~~~----~~--------------------------------------------

Ibid., p. 70.
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As he approached the office he walked
Ltstcr and faster, muttering, "Guess better
hustle. 11 All about him the city was busting,
for hustling's sake .... Men in barber shops
\vere snapping, "Jus 1 shve me once over.
Gotta hustle" .••. Hen who had made five
thousand year before last, and ten thousand
last year, were urging on nerve-yelping
bodies and parched brains so that they
might make twenty thousand this year ••••
Among them Babbitt hustled back to his
office to sit dovm with nothing much to
do except see that the staff looked as
though they were hustling,85
The appearance of activity is designed to imgly success in Zenith
because a successful man is a busy man.

Yet, under the surface of this

bustle of motion is the individual man who may be wondering what all
the activity is leading to.
Among Babbitt's duties as a successful man is taking part in
cornmunity life in the form of "booster" clubs.

"Of a decent man in

Zenith it was required that he should belong to one, preferably two or
three of the innumerous 'lodges' and prosperity-boosting lunch-clubs ••. ,''
so.ys Le\vis. 8 6
Also the businessman had to feel that the contribution his business
vJas giving to the city was important; for it followed that he was
important too.

According to Lewis:
For a week he went about looking important.
Every morning, as he dressed, he thought
aloud: "Jever stop to consider, Hyra, that
before a town can have buildings or prosperity
or any of those things, some realtor has got
to sell 'em that land? All civilization starts
\vith him.
'Jever realize that?' "87

8 5Ibid., p. 128.
86Ibid,, p. 166.
S7 Ibid., p. 132.
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The self-made man of the twenties might be summed up as one who
is busy in both his business and community life as well as one who feels
his own self-importance.
his

wc~lth

The goal for all his activity is to increase

rather than achieve

spi~itual

fulfillment.

This image of the businessman recalls the qualities of Ben
Franklin, the earlier practical businessman.

Babbitt may not organize

his day in the manner that Franklin tried to do, but each would feel a
twinge of conscience, bordering on a sin, to be obviously idle during
the day.

The major difference is that

~ranklin's

activity produces

benefits; whereas, Babbitt's activity produces only the appearance of
benefits.
The self-made man of the twenties has constructed his own standard
of manners \·Jhich is evident in his lodges and clubs.

There he can

relax to "shoot pool, talk man-talk, be obscene and valiant."88
life, on the surface, is comfortable and secure.
the standard of money taken in in one year.

Babbitt's

He gauges success by

He seems himself as excep-

tionally important in both business and private life; and, finally,
he has protected himself from the great disappointment of being excluded
from the respectable, socially rich.

However, Babbitt's life is

constantly pervaded by a brooding emptiness and loneliness which links
him to other participants in America's concept of material success.

On

one level Babbitt feels an intellectual emptiness toward the humanities
and art.

Babbitt says, '''We're all so flip and think we're so smart.

88Ibid., p. 167.
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A fellow like Dante--I wish I'd read some of his pieces.

I don't suppose

I evc1· \vill, now.' ,39
The discontent that Babbitt occasionally feels strikes also at
his very comfortable way of life:
was conscious of life and a little
sad •.•• hc beheld, and half admitted that
he beheld, his was of life, as incredibly
mechanical. Mechanical business-a brisk
selling of badly built houses. Mechanical
religion-a dry, hard church shut off from
the real life of the streets, inhumanly
respectable as a top hat. Mechanical golf
and dinner-parties and bridge and
conversation. 90
He

The final indication of emptiness probes the depths of Babbitt's
existence.

The question asked, but unanswered, denotes the greatest

failing of America's dream of material success.

It is simply that

material success establishes a false goal in life and promises something
in its attainment that it cannot give--spiritual fulfillment.

It is

this very goal that clergymen hoped they could purchase with encouraging
acquisitiveness among their parishoners.

It was this goal that Europeans

and perceptive Americans saw as lacking in the emphasis placed on \vealth.
At this point the goal becomes clear and reveals itself to be no more
than money.

The goal of money lured Cowperwood to Europe as he felt

emptiness entering his life; Lewis refers to Babbitt's emptiness

\~hen

Babbitt is alone and not involved in the compulsive busy-ness of the
self-made man:

89 rbid., p. 107.

90r· . d

~··

p. 190.
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He was thinking. It was coming to that
perhaps all life as he knew it and
vigorously practiced it was futile; that
heaven as portrayed by Reverend Dr. John
Jennison Drew was neither probable nor
very interesting; that he hadn't much
pleasure out of making money; that it was
doubtful worth to rear children who would
rear children. What was it all about?
What did he want?91
These introspective thoughts come to Babbitt during isolated
moments of solitude and express the general disillusionment that
surrounds the self-made man during the twenties.
The businessman's values have been hardened by these goals to the
e;{tent that he even sees life in a n1aterial way.

Paul Reisling, a tMte

sensitive man than the rest of the boosters, comments on the beauty he
sees about him.

A reply comes from a fellow booster who acts as a foil

to the ideal sense of values.

Paul's observation causes

embarrassme~t;

seeing beauty is not man-like or valiant,
''Hy Lord, look at that--beautiful:" said
Paul. "You bet it's beautiful, friend.
That's the Shelling-Ho1·ton Steel Plant
and they tell me old John Shelling made
a good three million bones out of
munitions during the war~"

Paul replies:
"I didn't mean--I mean it's lovely the
way the light pulls that picturesque
yard, all littered with junk, right out
of the darkness," said Paul. 92
Babbitt appears to be the logical extension of Franklin, sullied

-------'9-1-Il5IC1-.-,~pc-.-221~.--------------------------

92Ibid., p. 119.
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by ignorance and an excess of material values.
Philistine with a complicated twist.

He is the American

Although Babbitt is devoted to

"things" over "values" and unaware of art or sensitive aspects of life,
he feels vazuely and inwardly the lack of such values.

On the surfac,~

Lewis' treatment of Babbitt is satiric, but he comes so close to real
life in the mid-twentieth century America that the satire probes deeply
into the coarse, superficial attitudes of the comfortable standards of
middle-class American life.
Carrie, Cowperwood, and Babbitt are all characters who attained
their dream of success but found that success is a false beacon.

Carrie

rocks in her chair, unloved and friendless; Cowperwood pursues wealth
to Europe; and Babbitt feels restless stirrings as he dreams of the
fairy girl.

Each character is an example of the increasing disillusionment

in material success as a goal for the self-made man.

But no character

is a stronger indictment of the self-made man than Tommy Hilhelm in
Saul Bellm·Js' Seize the Day (1956).

As a self-made man, Tommy Hilhelm

is a failure; but the society that judges him applies the standards
acquired by a long belief in the virtues of wealth.

The pressures

of this society destroy his self confidence, undermine his relationship
with his father, ruin his marriage, mislead him into placing his trust
in the wrong people, and prevent him from gaining an understanding of
himself.
Dr. Tamkin, a psychologist who completes Tommy Wilhelm's financial
_____deB_truc_t_ion_,_r_e_J.2_resents the mania of success.

He is the magician of

wealth who, like Col. Sellers, tries to speculate his way to success.
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T.J.1~1kin

instructs Tommy by sayinr;:

"'You have to act fast--buy it and

sell it; sell it and buy in again.

But quick! .•• Why, ye gods .•. Have

you stopped to think how much dough people are making in the market? ••.
There's also a calm and rational, psychological approach. rn93

Tommy

\lilhelm allmvs Dr. Tamkin to invest his remaining funds in corrunodities
only to see all the money lost.

Faith in Tamkin symbolizes a faith in

the rags to riches theme of the American dream.

Led on by the fast

talk of quick money, Tonmw loses all he has.
Dr. Adler as Tonuny 's father represents the successful self-made
man \Vho rose about his humble origins to become a noted doctor.

Now

he sees something vaguely evil in his son's inability to do the same.
Tommy's lack of money and loss of a job is a source of estrangement
between father and son.
Tommy, himself, is torn between a desire to be accepted by his
father and to understand himself.

He follows Tamkin in order to acquire

money so that he 1vill be acceptab-le to his father, and by follo1ving
Tamkin he loses everything.
As in The Gilded Age money is a point about which everything
identifies itself.

To To.mkin money is a psychological force which

can be attained by violence; he says, "'One fact should be clear to you
by now.

Money-making is aggression.

That's the whole thing.

The

functionalistic explanation is the only one.

People come to the

93saul Bellows, Seize the D~z (New York:
1956), pp. 8-10.

The Viking Press,
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m.:n:ket to kill.

They say, 'I'm going to make a killing. rrr94

In regard

to his relationship \vith his father, Tommy says, "'And if I had money
you wouldn't hate me.
the difference. , .. 95

hi:-n in despair:

By God, you have to admit it.

The money makes

Tommy sees money in general as the trap that holds

"'In the old days a man was put in prison for debt, but

there \vere subtler things nmv, they made it a shame not to have money
and set everybody to work. 'rr96
Tommy Hilhelm associates money with businessmen.
them, "'Uch:

How they love money .•• They adore money!

Beautiful money. rrr97

Says Tom;uy of
Holy money!

And "'Maddest of all were the businessmen, the

heartless, flaunting, boisterous business class who ruled this country
v1ith their hard manners and their bold lies and their absurd words that
nooody could believe. ,,,98
The pressures of the economic world burden Tommy Wilhelm.

The

answer to all problems seems to him to be money; but he has none and
those who do, the self-made men, the businessmen, repulse him.

Bellows

describes the plight this human being disillusioned in a culture that
gauges value by the dollar:
•••• Tommy Hilhelm, forty-four years old,

941'
. d ' p • 69 •
__:?2:_.

9 5 Ibid., p. 55.

96Ibid., p. 30.
_ _ _ _ _ _9~71hid.-,-P-o-36-----------------------------

98Ibid., p. 63.
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father of two sons, at present living in
the Hotel Gloriana, was assigned to be
the carrier of a load which was his own
self, his characteristic self. There
was no figure or estimate for the value
of this load. But it is probably
exaggerated by the subject, T. w. Who is
a visionary sort of animal. Hho has to
believe that he can know Hhy he exists.99
\.•!hen Tommy \.Jilhelm's last hope of money is gone, he walks aimlessly
until he comes to a funeral.

He enters the mortuary to sob over the

unknmvn body:
The floHers and lights fused ecstatically
in vJilhelm IS blind, ~·Jet eyes; the heavy
sea-like music came up to his ears ••• He
heard it and sank deeper than sorrow,
through torn sobs and cries toward the
consummation of his heart's ultimate need.lOO
The rays of success that met Arthur Mervyn now only appear in the
squinting eyes of Tommy Wilhelm.

He mourns before a body which is at

once himself and also the American dream of success.

In the

mid-twentieth century, material values are hollow when set against
Tommy Wilhelm's greater spiritual need.
All of the disillusioned characters share a final emptiness of
soul after the effort toward attainment or the acquisition of material
success.
of Health.

Carrie, Cowperwood, and Lapham each experience the limitations
Although they gained money or position, happiness and

self-understanding still elude them.

Tommy

\~ilhelm,

a weaker and less

secure person, is forced to struggle for success simply to acquire

-9Ibid., p. 39.

100

rbid., p. 118.
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acceptance by family and society.

In his defeat he is led to the side

of death to weep over his personal emptiness.

What remains is the

final sacrifice of the self-made man; after being led to the grave,
he has only to enter it by being a victim of material success.

III.

F. Scott Fitzgerald's

VICTIMS

The~

Gatsby (1925) compresses the

themes of all the previous novels into one book.

Gatsby becomes every

character who sought material success; he is the archetypal self-made
man:

he experiences the excitement of the possibility of success; he

enters into the adventure of the quest; he attempts to enter society;
he discovers the illusion of his goal; and he becomes a victim of the
American dream of success.
Gatsby's origin is the agrarian Mid-West.

The acquisition of

land and living productively from it were the extent of Crevecoeur's
dream.

But just as this dream was too limited for early Americans,

it is also too narrow for Gatsby.

He devotes his youth to the

self-help adages of Ben Franklin.

Gatsby follows a Franklinesque

schedule for improvement:
6:00
e •••
exercise and wall scaling •.•••.• 6:15
Study electricity, etc .•••.••••••.••••••• 7:15
\-·Jork •..•••••.•••••••••••••••••• " ••••••••• 8:30
Baseball and SQOrts •.....•••.•....•..•... 4:30
Practice elocution, poise, and how
to attain it ............. e••••·~······· 5:00
Study needed inventions ••••.••.•••••••••. 7:00
Rise fron1 bed ........•............•.•

Dur,1b~ell

--

6:30
8:15
4:30
5:00

- 6:00

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

- 9:00 p.m.
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GEN'2RAL RESOLVES

No wasting time at Shafters or (a name, indecipherable).
No more smoking or chewing.
Bath every other day.
Read one improving book or magazine per week.
Save $5.00 (crossed out) $3.00 per week.
Be better to parents.lOl
Gatsby only lacks the moralistic tone of Franklin's schedule
because he is far removed from the Protestant Ethic.

Everything on his

list is designed to prepare him for a competitive life of acquisition.
Exercise and sports are to give him the physical strength of a
Cowperwood, and the elocution and poise should prepare him to be a Col.
Sellers.

The inventions and study of electricity stress the industrial

and practical aspects of the self-made man.

The general resolves

recall that the farm boy was to earn his mark in the city and needed
moral discipline if he was not to fall into disipation.

The note

concerning the parents echoes the role of the mother as a moral guide
during the many times of temptation.
Emerging out of a boyhood emulative of Franklin, Gatsby encounters
Daisy.

She is the golden girl, the bright light; she symbolizes the

dream of success to Gatsby the same as the visionary flash in the city
symbolizes the dream to Arthur Mervyn.

The light at first enchants

Mervyn but then is dulled by the corruption of Welbeck.

To Gatsby,

Daisy becomes the goal of a great adventure.
Daisy is the romantic illusion of the dream of success without

lOlFrancis Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby (New York:
Scribner's Sons, 1925), p. 174.

Charles
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the realistic limitations revealed in practice and experience.

She is

to Gatsby the happiness that results from glamor, beauty, excitement,
and wealth.
dream:

In his first encounter with her, Gatsby is seduced by the

"He knew that when he kissed this girl, and forever wed his

unutterable visions to her perishable breath, his mind would never romp
again like the mind of God •••• Then he kissed her.

At his lips' touch

she blossomed for him like a flmver and the incarnation was complete ... 10 2
Daisy marks the initial loss of innocence to Gatsby; whereas Arthur
Xervyn turned aside from the visionary flash, Gatsby is trapped
~tGrnaUy

by it,

Gats by

becom~s

the tra{Jic victim of the

Amer.i<~an

possibilities of success.

He plays upon the three basic motives and

justifications of success.

At first he practices the virtues of the

Protestant Ethic by observing frugality and diligence as seen in his
efforts for self-improvement.

Once exposed to the flashing light of

success, he pursues his goal with initiative, aggressiveness, and
forcefulness.

And after acquiring the facade of success, which is

money, he attempt to climb socially into an American aristocracy in
order to attain the real goal of success, happiness.

Daisy becomes

the lure to Gats by's destruction as she haunts him with a dimmed ve1:sion
of the lamp of success in the form of the green light at the end of
her dock in East Egg.
Gatsby is seen on his own dock looking at the green light with
his arms raised in supplication in the direction of Daisy.

102 Ibid., p. 112.

In this
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attitude he is the pitiful man of the New World worshipping the
unattainable goal that is promised to him by money.

As money is the

evcrprcsent force in The Gilded Age, so it is in The Great Gatsby,

But

in Gatsby's world money has created its own divisions and its own
sanctuary.

Daisy's voice sounds like money, and even the sins of the

rich can be protected by the preservative powers of wealth itself.

With

money comes pmver and aloofness from the cares and concerns of ordinary
people,

Wealth builds its own world of illusion that glows down upon

others to attract them as moths to a flame, as Gatsby to Daisy.

To

attain v1calth Gatsby must journey through a demonic world guarded by the
hollow gaze of Doctor T. J, Eckleburg, the all-seeing God who views all
who pass by,

Gatsby must also journey by the ash heaps, and burned out

wasteland which borders the dream world of Daisy and her accompanying
illusions.

The odyssey of Gatsby parallels the rise of America's

concept of success as well as its descent,

As Crevecoeur and Franklin

devised and modified the dream, Carrie, Cowperwood, Silas Lapha1n, Babbitt,
and TolTh-ny lhlhelm discover the emptiness of the dream,
takes him to East Egg and the unreal world of money.

Gats by's descent
Like the moth to

the flame, Gatsby is drawn to and devoured by the beckoning flame of
success,
In Gatsby's effort to gain the dream, he becomes the center to
others who share the same dream,

His mansion glows like a gigantic

lamp and attracts many dream-filled unhappy people into his mysterious
realm.

Of the parties, Fitzgerald says:

they went there.

"People were not invited---

Sometimes they came and went without having met
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Gatsby at all, came for the party with a simplicity of heart that was
its mvn ticket of admission. "l03

In order to fill the emptiness in

their lives, the guests come and go.

Gatsby is an exciting mystery

which they think will fill some void in their aimless lives,

Gatsby

becomes a symbol of wealth and splendor to his guests just as Daisy is
a symbol to Gatsby,

But to all, including Gatsby, the dream is

illusionary and empty.

At the end of one party, Fitzgerald describes

Gatsby \·latching the guests leave.

"A sudden emptiness seemed to flow

from the 'ivindows and the great doors, endowing with complete isolation
the figure of the host, who stood on the porch, his hand up in a formal
;;esture of farewell."l04
This scene of Gatsby recalls the attitude of Gatsby as he stands
on his dock with arms raised toward Daisy's dock.

It is as if Gatsby

is casting his blessing over the departing guests in his role as a
priest to the god of success.

Gatsby's journey to the world of wealth

in East Egg and his return has endmved him with romantic, mystical
aura that appears to the myriads who desire to have their lives at
least touch the mystery of \vealth.

In this regard all the characters

in the novel are victims of success.
Ed'ivin Fussell, in an essay on F. Scott Fitzgerald, comments that,
"It is the romantic assumption of this aspect of the American dream
that all the magic in the world can be had for money,"lOS

This "magic"

103 rbid,, p. 41.
p. 56.

lOSEd'ivin Fussell, "Fitzgerald's Brave New World," in I· Scott
(:_Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Arthur Mizner (New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 44.
Fitz~~erald:
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that Fussell mentions is linked to the aspirations of the entire American
experience.

The beacon of liBht that appears so often in novels dealing

\vith success from Arthur Hervyn to The Great Gatsby heralds the visionary
pro~ise

of success.

The Protestant Ethic viewed the light as a spiritual

promise; the Founding Fathers saw a promise of leadership; but the
self-made man saw only an economic promise.

Charles Holmes in "Fitzgerald:

The American Theme" says, "The Great Gats by embodies a basic American
myth--innocence, honesty, integrity, and courage set over against cruelty,
mendacity, selfishness, and cowardice; the virtues of a simpler society
and a code against the glamour and sophistication of a more complex one." 106
Gatsby becomes the tragic hero of the American success story.
represents the entire nation and the dream of that nation.
'

He

His vision

is the vision of success, and by dedicating himself to this destiny
and falling because of it, he is raised to heroic proportions. 10 7
In the final passages of The Great Gatsby, Gatsby's dream becomes
parallel to the American national dream.

Fitzge~ald,

through Carraway's

reflections, recalls Gatsby's fall:
I became aware of the old island here
that flowered once for Dutch sailors'
eyes---a fresh, green-breast of the new
world. Its vanished trees, the trees
that had made r,vay for Gats by's house,
had once pandered in whippers to the
last and greatest of all human dreams;

l06charles Holmes, "Fitzgerald: The American Theme" in The Pacific
Soectator: A Journal of Interpretation, VI, 247.
-----
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for a transitory enchanted moment man
must have held his breath in the presence
of this continent, compelled into an
aesthetic contemplation he neither
understood nor desired, face to face for
the last time in history with something
conmensurate to his capacity for wonder.l08
But like other characters before him, Gatsby discovers that the
zreen of the new continent has turned to ash heaps; and the substance
of his wonder is as hollow as Doctor T. J. Eckleburg's faded eyes.
As Arthur Mervyn refused to be seduced by the dream and returned to
Europe, so is Gatsby, in the end, "borne back ceaselessly into the
past."l09

_______________ 1 08F it z g e r a_l d, ££___.__ cit • ,_R '--"--=1=8=2-'-._ __
109 rbid., p. 182.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In the American society that lays so much stress upon material
success, criticism and praise of the success concept is constantly
changing, developing, revising, and modifying its stance.

In such a

fluid area of research, much that might have been mentioned in this
thesis was apparently ignored.

The Horatior Alger stories certainly

praised a moral and modest type of material success.

Many children's

books dealing with the urban street boy such as the Easy !'!!!:, series
supported the rags to respectability theme.
London novel of the same name rose from

Mart~n

Eden in a Jack

ignorance~and

poverty to a

position of wealth and social prominence, but committed
suicide when
,,
he discovered that the socially elite were empty of ideas and that the
wealth was unsatisfying.

Material success might also be analyzed

according to how the wealth is obtained or the degree of success of
the social rise of the individual from poverty

t~·wealth.

But overriding other concerns, certain basic observations seem to
dominate any study of material wealth in America.

One general

observation is that the concept of success originated from an optimistic
belief in an individual's own unlimited potentialities, in his freedom
of will and action and his rejection of the need for outside forces
in realizing his potentialities.

This is a pecularily American trait

because in America the democratic and religious conditions encouraged
and caused this specific outlook on life.

The American was a new

being upon a new continent and was freed from extreme dogmas which
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might limit his ·actions.
In literature there has been an attempt to define the realistic
goals that would result from the acquisition of material success.
Culminating with The Great Gatsby in this thesis, American authors
viewed success from the standpoint of the individual and social
aristocracy, the individual and his social responsibility, and the
individual and his spiritual fulfillment.

The authors analyzed in

this thesis defined the limitation in increasing degrees as the goal
of success revealed itself to be more and more unsatisfactory as far
as the whole man is concerned.

But each author seems to experience a

loss as he limits the personal value of success.

It is as if the dream

is too valuable to lose and even limiting the dream is an unwanted
condition placed upon the American way of life,
Fitzgerald sees most clearly that material success as a dominate
goal in life is a destructive force in American society, but ironically
few authors have sought success as much as Fitzgel:'ald.

In "Return to

Babylon" the reader senses the author's sorrowful realization that
success is truly the ''Bitch Goddess" who seduces man to a degrading
goal in life.
Therefore, an apparent role of the American author lms been to
limit what Marius Bewley has called the "hidden boundary" that borders
the illusion and the reality of the success concept.110

110Marius Bewley, The Eccentric Design: Form in the American
Novel (New York: Columbia University Press, 1959), p. 265.
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